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Abstract
There are many cryptographic algorithms that are developed for 
safe data transfer over a wide network. But these cryptographic 
algorithms have some drawbacks or the loop holes which are 
triggered by the attackers to get the data. So we are doing 
cryptanalysis of the cryptographic algorithms so that the flaws of 
the cryptographic algorithms can be removed before hand and the 
algorithm can become more secure. In this paper we will be seeing 
how RC4 works and different attacks on the RC4 cipher.  We also 
study different cryptanalysis techniques that are applied for RC4. 
This paper gives a detail study about two different cryptanalysis 
techniques that are applied on RC4.

Keywords
We would like to encourage you to list 4 to 5 keywords in this 
section.

I. Introduction 
In our day to day life we transfer a huge amount of data. It can be 
of any time just some scrap that we share or some confidential data. 
If it is just some scrap data n if someone else gets the data then that 
is not taken much care. But now-a-days we have a huge amount 
of data that is too confidential that can be shared with anyone. It 
must be shared only with the right person or organization. For this 
there must be some way in which data can be transferred securely. 
But we cannot rely on the network because the networks are huge 
and an intruder can attack the network from anywhere. Hence we 
cannot just transfer the data over such a large insecure network. 
For this we have to use some type of security to transfer our data 
securely. Such a security is implemented using cryptography. But 
the cryptographic algorithms may have flaws and an attacker can 
identify the flaws to retrieve the data. These loop holes can be 
found before hand by using cryptanalysis.
In the following paper we are going to study what is cryptology. 
In section III, we will study stream cipher – RC4 and different 
attacks on RC4. In section IV, we will study two methods for 
cryptanalysis of RC4 and section V, consists of conclusion.

II. Cryptology
Cryptology is the science of secret communication. It has two 
main subfields: cryptography is the science of creating secret 
codes; cryptanalysis is the science of breaking codes. There are 
five pillars of cryptology:

Confidentiality: keep communication private.• 
Integrity: detect unauthorized alteration to communication.• 
Authentication: confirm identity of sender.• 
Authorization: establish level of access for trusted parties.• 
Non-repudiation: prove that communication was received• 

A. Cryptography
Converting plain text into a cipher text using different ciphers and 
passing this cipher text to the receiver who has the key the key 
that will convert the cipher text into the plain text and retrieve the 
data required. We have different types of ciphers that will convert 
the cipher text into the plain text and retrieve the data required. 
The cryptographic ciphers are mainly divided into two groups: 
Block cipher and the Stream cipher. Block ciphers divide data 

into blocks of fixed size and encrypts each of them. While stream 
ciphers Stream ciphers process messages a bit or byte at a time 
when encrypting/decryption.

B. Cryptanalysis 
Cryptanalysis is a branch in cryptology that studies how 
cryptographic algorithms can be broken so that secure 
cryptographic algorithms can be developed to design a strong 
cipher by understanding when the potential weakness are:
Many researchers in the field of cryptanalysis are interested in 
developing automated attack on ciphers. Different work on this 
is mentioned in. The above work shows that classical ciphers 
can be broken with applying evolutionary techniques or the 
heuristic attacks due to weak capabilities and low complexity of 
the classical ciphers. However, modern block ciphers due to high 
non-linearity and low auto correlation are quiet difficulty to break 
using the heuristic methods. Due this they are frequently used in 
the cryptographic designing.

Fig. 1: Cryptographic Ciphers

II. Stream Ciphers
A stream cipher is a type of symmetric encryption algorithm. 
Stream ciphers can be designed to be exceptionally fast, much 
faster than any block cipher . While block ciphers operate on large 
blocks of data, stream ciphers typically operate on smaller units of 
plaintext, usually bits. The encryption of any particular plaintext 
with a block cipher will result in the same cipher text when the 
same key is used. With a stream cipher, the transformation of 
these smaller plaintext units will vary, depending on when they 
are encountered during the encryption process [2].
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A. RC4
The RC4 cipher has been one of the most used stream cipher for 
encryption of data. RC4 is a stream cipher which comes under 
additive stream ciphers [4]. It uses a variable-sized key ranging 
from 1 to 256 bytes. The parameter ‘n’ is the word size for the 
algorithm. In most applications, ‘n’ is chosen to be 8. The internal 
state of RC4 consists of a table, S-box i.e. referred ‘S’, of size 2n 
words and two word-sized counters, i and j [1].
The encryption process consists of two functions namely Key 
Scheduling Algorithm (KSA) and Pseudo Random Generation 
Algorithm (PRGA).

1. Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA)
It consists of two phases: initialization phase in which S is set to 
the identity permutation, and mixing phase in which it uses a key 
(K) with L bytes long to continuously swap values of S to produce 
new unknown key dependent permutations. As the only action on 
S is value swapping, S always contains a permutation.
j=0,
For i=0 to 255
S[i]=i;
For i=0 to 255
{ 
j=j+S[i]+K[g]…g=i mod L;
Swap(S[i],S[j]);
}

B. Pseudo Random Generation Algorithm (PRGA)
It continuously shuffles the permutation stored in S and picks up 
a different value from the S permutation as output. One round of 
the cipher outputs an n-bit word as the key stream.

i=0,j=0
i=(i+1)mod 255,
j=(j+S[i])mod 255
Swap(S[i],S[j])
t=(S[i]+S[j]) mod L
Output S[t]

The above key scheduling and key stream generation algorithms, 
produces following characteristics.

S is an identity permutation initially, of the 2• n  possible words 
and remains a permutation throughout.
Knowing the internal state of the cipher at a given time is • 
sufficient to predict all the key stream bits in the future and 
so to break the cipher.
As the permutation of S depends completely on K, knowing • 
K can break the cipher.
The period of the output key stream depends only on K, which • 
is normally very long and hard to predict.

III. Different Attacks on RC4

A. Typical RC4 Attack
The probability of zero appearing in the second output byte of 
RC4 becomes twice the expectation value. This attack works only 
when practical broadcast applications are used. However, the bias 
allows attackers to distinguish an RC4 output sequence from a 
truly random number sequence by using approximately  28 bytes 
of keystream.

B. This Attack
can be prevented by discarding the first two bytes of the 
keystream 

C. Different RC4 Attack
This attack I conducted by exploiting the strong correlation found 
in consecutive output bytes of RC4 allows attackers to distinguish 
an RC4 output sequence from a truly random number sequence.

D. Latest RC4 Attack
A new bias was found in the first two bytes of the RC4 output 
sequence and using this bias attackers can distinguish an RC4 
output sequence from a truly random number sequence with a 
keystream of about 224 bytes

IV. Cryptanalysis of RC4

A. Distinguishing Attack on RC4
Above we have seen the distinguishing attacks that are implemented 
on RC4. In this section we will study the bias in the output 
sequence of the cipher and how the exploiting this bias allows 
attackers to distinguish the output sequence from a truly random 
number sequence [5].

Bias in the First Two Output Words
Let the following conditions hold:-
Case 1:
LSB(S1[i1]+S1[j1]) = LSB(S1[i1]),where LSB(S1[i1]) != 1
LSB(S2[i2] + S2[j2]) = i2.
LSB(X)=Least significant Byte
lsb(x)=Least significant bit 
Fig 3. shows the state transition of the least significant byte of 
array S, when t = 1, 2 and the conditions for Case 1 hold true.

Fig. 2, State Transition when t = 1,2 (Case 1)

Fig. 2, shows that i 1 =1 if t =1 , and that j 1 = A if LSB(S1 [i 1 
]) =A . 
Then, if condition 1 of Case 1 is satis?ed
LSB(S1[1] + S1 [A ]) = LSB(S1[1])
LSB(S1 [A ]) = 0     (1)

Equation (1) supports
LSB(k1)=LSB(k0+S1[j1]) = LSB(k0)
but, if A =1
LSB(S1[1] + S1[1]) = LSB(S1[1]) LSB(S1[1]) = 0?1.
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For the keystreams that are output when t = 1, the following 
relationship holds true:
 LSB(O1) = LSB(k0)    (2)

If t = 2; i2 = 2. And, j2 = A + C if LSB(S2[i2]) = C. Then, if condition 
2 of Case 1 is satisfied
LSB(S2[2] + S2[A + C]) = 2
LSB(S2[A + C]) = 2-C

For the keystreams output when  t=2, the following relationship 
holds true:
LSB(O2)=LSB(k0+2)    (3)

Equations (2) and (3) indicate that the following relationship 
always holds true:
lsb(O1) = lsb(O2)

Case 2:
LSB(S1. 1[i1]+S1[j1] =LSB(S1[i1]),where, LSB(S1[i1])!= 1
LSB(S2. 2[i2] + S2[j2]) = j2.

When t=1 the inner variable used for Case 2 are same as those 
for case 1. 
For t=2
LSB(S2[2] + S2[A + C]) = A + C
            LSB(S2[A + C]) = A
 
For the keystreams that are output when t = 2, the following 
relationship holds true:
       
LSB(O2) = LSB(k0 + 2 *S1[1])   (5)

Fig. 3. State Transition when t =1,2 (Case 2)

B. Differential Fault Analysis of RC4
This attack make use of the fact that each step of RC4 accesses 
only three bytes of the S array. To apply differential fault analysis 
on RC4 we first collect the following data [3].
Process a non-faulty stream

Perform a key setup with the unknown key• 
Run RC4 256 steps, keeping the output stream for later • 
analysis. Call this output stream R. 

Process the following 256 times with l being set from 0 to 255, 
giving 256 output streams of length about 30

Perform a key setup with the unknown key• 
Make a fault in S [l]• 
Run RC4 30 steps, keeping the output stream for later analysis. • 
Call this output stream Ol

Repeat again but with the fault being injected after 30 steps of 
RC4, calling the output streams T l, and keeping longer output 
streams in the T l’s. Possibly repeat again with a few additional 
such sets.
The ?rst byte of all the Ol’s, except for three of them, are the same 
as in the real stream R The identi?cation of these 3 streams leak 
the values of i, j and S[i]+ S[j], but not which is which. Evidently, 
the value of i is always known, thus it remains only to identify 
which is j and which is  S [i]+ S [j]. We continue doing so for 
the following bytes of the output streams (ignoring streams Ol 
which already had earlier faults). This technique can be called 
cascadeguessing.
Discard many wrong cases by subtracting the previous j from the 
new j and get S[i] and testing whether we already know that this 
value appears in another location in the array. 
As the faults become more and more distant from the analyzed 
bytes the identi?cation of the three values become less and less 
successful, due to earlier e?ects of these faults on the streams. 

V. Conclusion
In this paper, we implement two attack on RC4.In the first attack 
secrete key or the entire internal state is not determined but this 
approach involves more frequent key changes than existing 
attacks, so an advantageous strength must be assumed for the 
attacker. Nevertheless, it is a powerful method with respect to 
amount of data. The second at-tack uses more key setups and 
analyzes the di?erent behavior of the key stream once the internal 
states is modi?ed due to faults. This later attack is currently the 
fastest known fault analysis of RC4.
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